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ISSUE:  CRIME 

60 MINUTES 

7P-8P 

4/2/06 

“Bin Laden’s Bodyguard” –  60 Minute’s travels to Yemen to interview Abu Jandel, once 

Osama Bin Laden’s personal bodyguard and still an al-Qadea sympathizer, who claims that 

American’s best chance to kill Bin Laden came and went before 9/11.  Also includes an interview 

with Mike Scheuer, a former CIA analyst and now CBS News consultant.  

 

5/28/06 

“Mafia Cops?” – Ex-New York detectives Stephen Caracappa and Louis Eppolito, are charged 

with the murders of 10 people, murders committed on the orders of a Mafia boss.  In an 

interview, Caracappa calls the charges ludicrous.  Includes a portion of an interview (“The Most 

Feared Gangster” OAD: 9/20/98) with mob boss Anthony “Gas pipe” Casso; and an interview 

with Ed Hayes, Caracappa’s attorney.  Louis Eppolito (not interviewed) also contends that he is 

innocent of all charges. 

 

6/18/06 

“Swimming with Sharks” – The reports focus on because tour operators use food to attract 

sharks for their “shark tourist” customers, critics say surfers and swimmers are in more danger 

now because the dangerous fish are associating humans with food. Includes footage of Bob 

Simon’s trip to Shark Central at the tip of South Africa where he got a close-up view of great 

whites from the vantage of a shark proof cage; and interviews with Aidan Martin, an Australian 

scientist; Chris Fallows, a shark tourism operator and Chris Bovim a surfer. 

 

48 Hours:  Crime 

 8PM 

 4/22/06 
“The Marilyn Tapes” – In this interview an investigation of the apparent suicide, on August 4, 1962, of 

actress Marilyn Monroe.  In 1982, amid public outcry concerning allegations of conspiracy and a cover-up 

following Monroe’s death, the Los Angeles District attorney was forced to re-examine the evidence.  Using 

the California Public Records Act, 48 Hours filed a petition and obtained 309 pages of internal documents 

and approximately five and a half hours of audio taped interviews with key sources.  Included are 

interviews with Jeanne Carmen, a close friend of Monroe’s; Anthony Summers, biographer and journalist 

who acted as a consultant to 48 Hours; actor Tony Curtis’ Playboy publisher Hugh Hefner; Dr. Hyman 

Engelberg, Monroe’s personal physician; Eunice Murray, her housekeeper; Dr. Steven Karch, a forensic 

pathologist; Rick Stone and Ken Hunter, ambulance attendants who were dispatched to Monroe’s home and 

Daryl Gates former Los Angeles Police Chief. 

 

5/30/06 

“Deadly Obsession” – Carl “Charlie” Brandt, a Big Pine Key, Fla. Man appeared to be devoted to his wife 

of 17 years, Teri, and close to her family.  When Hurricane Ivan threatened the Florida Keys in September 

2004, the Brandts sought refuge in the Orlando home of Terri’s niece, Mihelle Jones, a television executive 

at the Golf Channel.  A few days after the Brandts’ arrival, police discovered the bodies of Terri Brandt 

who had been stabbed to death; Michelle Jones, also dead and brutally dismembered; and Charlie, who had 

hanged himself in the garage.  Lead investigators Rob Hemmert’s first clue came when Brandt’s older 

sister Angela revealed that in 1971; Charlie, then 13, had shot both his father and mother in their Ft. 

Wayne, Ind. home.  Brandt’s mother, eight months pregnant, died of her injuries.  Because Brandt was a 

juvenile, sate authorities never charged him with murder but sent him to a mental institution for a little 

more than a year.  Further investigation indicated that Brandt had committed a number of other murders.  

Michelle’s parents, Bill and Mary Lou are pushing for a public database to include anyone of any age who 

killed another person, regardless of the circumstances.  Investigator Rob Hemmert is trying to win the 

release of Charlie’s Brandt’s mental health records in an effort to understand the motivation of a serial 

killer. 
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48 Hours:  Crime 

 8PM 

6/10/06 

“Scared to Death” - Jim and Vickie Barton, a Springboro, Ohio couple owned and lived on a horse farm.  

Jim was lieutenant with the Springboro police department, with aspirations of becoming police chief, and 

Vickie was a head nurse at the local hospital.  In April 1995, Jim came home from work and found Vickie 

had been shot to death.  For three years there were virtually no leads in the case and no arrests, but in 1998 

Gary ?Henson, a career criminal told police that his half-brother, Will Phelps shot Vickie by accident while 

he and an  unidentified accomplice were in the process of burglarizing the Barton home.  Four months later, 

Phelps committed suicide.  In 2003, a county-wide cold case team was formed to take a second look at 

Vickie’s murder.  The squad discovered a portion of an audiotape from Jim’s 911 call which revealed a 

discrepancy in his testimony.  Subsequently, Gary Henson told police that Jim Barton was responsible for 

his wife’s death because he had sent Phelps to the house to scared Vickie in hopes of driving her to live in 

town where Jim supposedly needed to live to become police chief.  A jour found Jim Barton guilty of 

involuntary manslaughter and he will serve at least 15 years in prison.  He plans to appeal the verdict.  

There is no legal requirement for the Springboro police chief to live within city limits. 

 6/24/06 

“Back from the Dead” – a report from Rock Hampton, Queensland, Australia where a community lived in 

fear of a serial killer following the disappearance of nine-year-old Keyra Steinhart; 14 year-old Natasha 

Ryan; 19 year-old Sylvia Benedetti; 37 year-old Beverly Leggo and 30 year-old Julie Turner.  Police 

picked up Leonard, “Lenny” Fraser, a meat cutter at a local slaughter house, who had previously served 

prison time for assault.  Fraser claimed innocence, but a search of his car revealed traces of Keyra 

Steinhart’s blood as well as other human blood.  Fraser led police to the nine year-old’s body but refused to 

admit to the other murders.  Subsequently, police received an offer of help from Allan Quinn, a con man 

and a fellow prison inmate of Fraser’s who not only got Fraser to confess to the killings, but to lead police 

to the bodies of three of his other victims.  Despite the fact that Natasha Ryan’s grave was not located, 

Fraser was brought to trail for all the murders.  On the 12
th

 day of the trail it was revealed that Natasha 

Ryan was not murder victim but had run away from home with a boyfriend and had been living in hiding 

nearby.  At the conclusion of the trail Fraser was convicted and sentenced to prison for the other killings. 

 

ISSUE:  HEALTH 

60 MINUTES 

7-8PM 

 4/16/06 

“Jamie Oliver” – An interview with Jamie Oliver, a 30 year old British celebrity TV Chef who is 

campaigning to improve the eating habits of school children, not just in Britain but in the United State.  Just 

over three years ago, Oliver put up over $2 million to finance a non-profit restaurant staffed with 

disadvantaged young people.   

4/23/06 

“Aging in the 21
st
 Century” – an investigation of the new multi-billion dollar field of anti-aging medicine, 

in which diet, exercise and even controversial drugs, including the human growth hormone, play a role in 

helping people feel and look younger.  This segment also includes interview with Dr. Alan Mintz, founder 

of the Cenegenics Medical Institute of Las Vegas and Dr. Sholomo Melmed, Director of Cedars-Sinai 

Research Institute in Los Angeles. 

5/28/06 

“Jessica Clements” – This is an interview with Jessica Clements, a former model, who underwent 

extensive surgery after a roadside bomb shot shrapnel into her brain.  Jessica talks about the surgery that 

saved her life, the pain she still suffers, and her plans for the future. This was an expanded version of an 

interview originally aired as part of the “Wounds of War” segment. 

6/11/06 

“Plan B, Levonorgestrel” – A report focusing on the FDA’s failure to approve over the counter sales of 

the emergency contraceptive Plan B.  Includes interviews with Dr. Susan Wood, former FDA director of 

women’s health, who is critical of the agency’s decision; “Evelyn”, a rape victim who was not offered the 

drug by St. Vincent’s Hospital in New York; and Dr. David Hager, a gynecologist, who claims that 

promotion of the product would result in increases both in teenage sexual activities and sexually 

transmitted diseases. 


